REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
BID NO. 070-0312-20A
POLICE VEHICLE UPFITTING

BID DUE DATE: Thursday, March 12th, 2020 @ 2:00 PM
=============================================
Addressing Prospective Bidders Questions
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A:
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A:

Q:
A:

Is the City of Antioch going to consider/review that some bids that are turned in may not
include Tax on the document.
All bids are subject to local/state taxes where the vehicle is built.
Item #8 Award or rejection would not indicate this is not solely lowest dollar figure, but best
value, previous awards, contracts, experience, etc.?
Correct, per Item #8 “The bid will be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder
offering the best value to the City…Best value is based on all factors, including: cost (unit
prices); contractor’s ability, capacity and skill; ability to perform within the time required;
character, integrity, reputation, judgment, experience and efficiency of contractor; quality of
contractor’s performance on previous purchases or contracts, if applicable; and the ability of
the contractor to provide future maintenance, repair, parts and services, if applicable”
On page 9 of 9, under Term, its alluded that during the Contract Award/Term some OEM
options might be ordered based on what is available. The current bid does not describe what
OEM options have been ordered and/or included with the type vehicles spec’d. This could
directly affect labor in the future if you do not order an OEM options and the awarded
Contractor must now install. Will there be future ability to discuss/adjust in this case?
The City’s goal is to maximize its value with the vehicle manufacturer options. For the purpose
of this bid, please consider the current patrol option 67H as an OEM option available. As
additional options become available, the City reserves the right to chose these options as well.
In the even the Contractor must install additional materials due to an OEM option not chosen,
price adjustments can be made between the City and Contractor as agreed upon.
The bid doesn’t list what equipment the Police Department or the City will be providing for the
install.
Labor for installs is assumed to be included for equipment provided by the City. Please refer
to page 6, item 30 as an example. General Materials provided by the City are Radio,
Computer, Power Supply, Computer Antenna and Docking Station.

Q:
A:

Per Westin the Factory, the 35-20045 Westin FULL MAX Space Partition is still under
development and “should” be released in the next 60 days. Do you want it to be quoted as the
line item shows Substitutions N/A. Setina has their version in production, can this be quoted?
Please quote both partitions. If an availability date is known this will help, if it is unknown,
please state as such. We will disregard the price and or lack of pricing on these items as it
pertains to the bid as you state they are in production; some elements may not be available.

